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INTRODUCTION OF THE SUBJECT: 

In the commerce stream there are three main subjects that every student have to study. They are  

1. ACCOUNTANCY    2.  ECONOMICS    3. BUSINESS STUDIES. 

ECONOMICS:  Economics is a very important subject for the students of commerce stream. In Economics  

we study about the money matters of the economy. We study about the activities people do to earn their   

Living, how they earn money and how they spend money. We also study about how much they spend and 

how much they save. We also study about investment and the role of investments in the development  

of the economy.  

Economics is a social science and we study about how people behave under different conditions and why 

they behave like that. This is a general subject and we can understand the subject from our surroundings 

We can see the different law’s of economics operating in our surroundings. In our daily life we all perform 

activities and all our activities are related to economics. All our activities are classified into 1)ECONOMIC  

ACTIVITIES and 2)NON-ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES. 

In economics we will study about all economic activities that are performed in the economy. 

For example:  your father works in a factory(economic activity) . he gets salary(reward of labour,Factor of  

Production). He spends that money to meet the expenses of his family(expenditure, economic activity). 

Your mother cooks food for all the members of the family for which see is not paid anything, but she does  

with a lot if interest(non-economic activity) 

In the above example all those activities where money is involved are ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES and where  

money is not involved is a NON-ECONOMIC activity. So we can say an economy is a mixture of economic and  

non-economic activities. The non –economic activities are equally important. If there is no non-economic  

Activities, the economic activities cannot be performed. You imagine in the above example, if your mother 

does not cook and serve you proper food, you cannot remain healthy and ultimately you will not be able to 

work and produce. 

I mean that, commerce students must observe the events happening around and they should think what is  

the cause of the event and what will be the outcome of the event. This is what we do in economics. A number  

of economic activities are taking around you. You learn to observe them and analyze them. 

SOME IMPORTANT TERMS USED IN ECONOMICS: 



1. CONSUMER: We all are consumers because we purchase and use various goods and services to satisfy  

our wants.   

2. GOODS: All the visible items that we use to satisfy our wants is called GOODS. These goods are of two 

Types:              a)  CONSUMER GOODS    and     b) CAPITAL GOODS 

3. CONSUMER GOODS: These are the goods that we use in our daily life like soap, shampoo, T.V etc 

These goods generally exhaust when we use them. Some consumer goods can be used for some long period  

Like Refrigerator, T.V , clothes, footwear etc. they are called durable consumer goods. Some goods can be  

Used for a very short period otherwise they will spoil like milk, curd, vegetables etc. they are called perishable  

Goods. 

4. CAPITAL GOODS: These are also called durable goods. These goods can be used for a very long period 

of time and they are used for further production of goods and services like Machinery, Tools etc. this  

Machinery helps in producing or in increasing the production of goods and services. This capital goods helps  

To increase the profit earning capacity of any business. 

5. PRODUCER: A producer is one who produce goods and services for earning income. A producer  

Produce goods and services and sell them to the consumers and by this activity he makes profit or earns  

money. In this process to produce goods , he uses various inputs like raw material, labour, water etc and    

without these inputs he cannot produce goods.  

6. SERVICE:  A  service is a facility which people use to satisfy their needs like transport is used to  

Move from one place to another, Insurance is used by the people to protect their expected looses. Services   

are intangible and we can only use them but we cannot possess them or own them. Some important services  

that we all use are like banking, insurance, transportation , communication etc. 

7. SERVICE HOLDER:A person who work for some other person and get paid for it in the form of  

wages or salary.  All workers who are working for salary are service holders. 

8. SERVICE PROVIDER:A person who provides some kind of services to other for money are service  

Providers. Like we purchase the ticket and then travel, so the traveler is the service provider like railways. 

WORD MEANINGS: 

CONSUME  =  to use 

CONSUMER  = one who use the goods or services to satisfy their needs 

VISIBLE ITEMS  = the items that we can see and touch 

INTANGIBLE     = what we cannot see and touch, we can only realize them and use them 

INPUTS   =  the various materials used to produce any good. 
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